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Results of the survey about the targets of LUTA, Oct/Nov 2013
Starter questions:
•
•
•

What do I expect from our project?
What should we achieve?
What are my personal visions of the effects of our project?
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A counterpoint to the mass media – give real information about the situation of refugees
Spots on the situation of these human beings who live with and amongst us
We started with a high challenge with lots of tasks
To get in good contact with learners and refugees and prepare the cooperation and the documentary will be a
result which can change something in the public opinion
Some of the difficulties of the countries and refugees will become less and they will be closer to society
In each country we are listening to news about numbers – see them as human beings and face to face people
We learn something from each other, manage to achieve a representative documentary
Stories of refugees, use them on festivals
In our schools of learners we can use this film and the work with it between the different groups
For me personally – I want to learn about other countries
Achieve a role for awareness within the EU society to show them that refugees are living with them so that
they open their eyes and come closer to each other
I am a teacher and I am hoping for a solid and tangible piece of teaching material
Teaching material and common European views
Learn about other countries
I have been working with refugees I want to learn what other countries do find best practice
I would like to have more answers about the conditions of refugees in the different countries
I believe in European cooperation, it is not always effective with a lot of partners. It can be a melting pot for
achieving goals and I hope we can establish a long term and sustainable cooperation
My expectations – I have a clear vision – I hope the projects might go one step further and they can move the
issue a step forward
Trust is the title of our project. It should start in our group. My personal – naive - vision is – that our panels
with press and decision makers should change them completely.
Sweden is differently handling the situation and I want more information from other countries and material for
the school, which I can use as a multiplier and I also agree with all the other statements...
I am sorry that I do not speak English – it is my first experience in an Europea project. I see the difference
regarding working and other conditions.
The project should make a difference on the daily life basis and on the level of human rights
We see we have a lot to learn and my vision is that we will manage
I am looking forward to the documentary material and to use it.
I am happy to learn about the different life conditions.
I hope that our documentary will be used in schools and other education institutions and will change the
opinion on refugees.
It would be great if it could improve the understanding of the situation of refugees on a European level. In a
way that we understand that their situation concerns all countries in Europa – in a different way but with
common responsibility
It might hopefully bring more awareness in our country … In all countries

